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Certain distributed dynamical systems describing the
well-known beam'generators of UHP oscillations are organized very
simple: the nonlinear functional, which determines the current
state of the system with respect to its behaviour in the past, is
represented as a composition of the linear functional and the
nonlinear finite-dimensional map. This property made it possible
to find the mechanisms of automodulation and. stochastization of
the signals from beam generators and to define corresponding range
of parameters values.
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Показано, что ряд распределенных динамических систем, описы
вающих хорошо известные пучковые генераторы стохастических СВЧ-ко
лебаний, устроены весьма просто: нелинейный функционал, который
определяет текущее состояние системы по ее поведению в прошлом,
представим в виде композиции линейного функционала и нелинейного
конечномерного отображения. Это свойство позволило найти механизмы
автомодуляции и стохастизации сигнала пучковых генераторов и опре
делить соответствующие им области значений параметров.
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дефицитом

INTHODUGTION
The remarkable . fact that the вітрів dynanteal. systems \ can .,
exhibit very complex behaviour le explained by now to a great
extent. Por many electronic and radiophysical devices that can be
considered aa dynamical systems•. the mechanisms of signal
atohastlzation із found and the bifurcation values of parameters
are calculated С1-51. The devices • with distributed parameters
which are described by partial differential equations or/anavuelng
the delayed feedback are Investigated to mach smaller degree". - Such
lnflnlte-dlmenslonal dynamical system are poorly amenable to.
analytical and numerical treatment because the latter-requires,,
apart from everything else, much of computer time in anterto
solve the evolution equations In partial derivatives. .
It Is shown In this' paper- that a- broad class . .of
Infinite-dimensional dynamical systeme describing, a number-./of
.well-known beam generators of stochastic UHF-osclllatlons ічйвсез
to the special Integral equation, with can be Investigated "mhich
.comparative ease. The equation In the explicit form-determines the
\ Instantaneous value of the generator signal from the^ total value
, of this signal In the past, i.e. transforms the process ' of
numerical analysis in the Iteration of some functional map. So,
the equation can be .solved trivially on the computer and- the
counting time significantly reduces (by a factor of 10 4 ~10 5 ) as"
compared to the computation of equivalent partial evolutionary
equations. This Increase in the counting rate allowe^ one to leave

behind the transitional processes and evaluate to a high ассигаиу
• both thp bifurcation values of parameters and the stochastic
characteSJlutics of dynamical system behaviour in stoady-fltqfce
.regime.
It ahould t)Q particularly emphasized tlmt the integral
equation can be subjected to the analytical investigation. In
preoent рареґ the possible mechanisms of signal automodulation and
stochafltiaatloh are elucidated and the' corresponding ranges of
parameter values can be found.
By a beam ' generator4 is meant below the annular syetem
involving the nonlinear amplifier with distributed parameters and
the feedback circuit which provides the self-excitation for entire
system.' The nonlinear amplifier may be a travelling wave tube
(ТМГ) or a klystron or another electron device using the charged
particle beam interaction with electromagnetic waves. The feedback,
circuit тлу be the internal one realized by reflected waves, as
well as the external one, including in Itself adjustable elements:
. attenuator, delay line, frequency filter and others.
The mathematical tool used below is the method of functional
mapping [61. AccorULng to the mathod the amplifier is described by
a nonlinear functional yielding the value of output signal as soon
• as the dignal fed onto the amplifier input is known. This mapping
function'al has for- its range of definition some functional space
thus differing JfWi dynamical systems described by ordinary
differential equations yielding finite-dimensional maps.
In the first pai*t of the paper the structure of functional
maps deedi*ibihg the beam generators based on TWT, two-resonator
clystroii and their modifications are found. The second part
presents the analitical and numerical analysis of dynamical
systems deterthined by Лісп терв. The choice of beam generators
considered in the papdfr was determined both by the interest
displayed by the specialists in the stochastic UNP-generators of
this type and by. the possibility to demonstrate different
stochastization mechanisms in single (from the mathematical point
of view) dynamical system.
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1. EVOLUTIONARY EQUATIONS AND FUNCTIONAL MAP OP
THE TWT-GENERATOR
The TWT-genorator is a system with distributed рдгашгегэ.
IT. la described by the partial differential equations. These
equations are well known [7,8) and in dimensionleaa vmlaj&ifts have
the form
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Here є is the dlmGnslonleos complex amplitude -of the wave being
amplified; ф, ф 0 are the initial and current Rha$es of the- beam
particle in the wave.
Their relation to the dlmenaional variables (time t„
lqngitudlnal coordinate xf amplitude or longl'tudinal component of
a\ectric wave field E) Is given by the formulae
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where к - la the wave number, Ok is the space Instability
increment, V Q I S the Initial particle- velocity. V is Che group
wave speed, e and m are the charge and mass of the beam particle.
Equation (1) 1s complemented by the boundary conditions
Ф(£оЛ.Фо) - Фі<*.Фо). -г ( 5 о » М Ь ) я Ф2('і.Фо^. ("х s Фо * *> (2>
w & x e 5 Q 3 0 is the coordinate of the beginning of the beam-wave
interaction region. In the case under consideration ф ? (х,ф 0 ) = ф ц ,
ф^т.фд) = О and it means that the modulation of beam density and
velocity is absent at the generator input.
Another boundary condition sets the feedback circuit
є(£ 0 .x + -9) » q s(S 1f T)

(3)

where £.,18 the coordinate of the end of the interaction region, q
is ths feedback factor, -e is the delay time. In order to determine
the problem completely it is necessery to describe the initial
state of generator. This is most conveniently done by prescribing
tuargjjnerator input signal in the time interval x « t e e + £. J:
3
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(It will be clear further why jjuat this time interval la
required.)
Define the ncmJ.inear functional H which allows one to
determine, by the Input signal є 0 (т), the output signal:
e(ivx)

= H[ecCc)l

The fact that the region where H Is determined is the space
of functions defined .in the length E1 follows from the form of
system (1) having two set of characteristics (Fig.1). The
Information Is transmitted by the beam particles along the
characteristics x » const and by the wave' along the
characteristics 6-t я const. Hence, the signal at the generator
Input at the instant т Is determined by the • function values є 0 (т)
In the Interval [t.'c-Cj].
After defining the functional *H we can write using (4) the
generator equation in the form of-functional map:
E0(X + *) « qH[e0(T>]

(5)

being equivalent to the original problem in 'partial derivatives.
Below the functional H їв defined assuming the small feedback
factor: -ln|q| » 1.
The set of Bqs.(T) with boundary conditions (2) do not have
analytical solutions. However,- in the case of the monochromatic
Input signal
e 0 (t) . ър1™

(6)

the solutions «re well studied by the numerical methods [8,91.
These solution are In the form.:
The behaviour of the function e v (£) for some frequency v is
shown іл ?lg.2.
The given dependencies demonstrate that the
function of Input signal mapping into the output signal Is
strongly dependent on the frequency. If the signal arriving onto
the input has an arbitrary form then 'there Is the only way to
define the output signal, i.e. the numerical solution of equations
(1). However, for -lnq » 1 the solution at any moment coincides
A.

to a high accuracy with the monochromatic} one being rtonondont on
two complex paramotего: the amplitude and the frequency.
From Flg.2. it ia clear that the amplitude or w o output
signal does not exceed some units. It means that when feedback,
-factor is т в к , the signal at the input of Т1ГГ is always small.
Let us divide the interaction region into two conventional pares:
"linear" 5 0 s E ^ 5, and "nonlinear" £„ * % s E1 -In the linear
stage where the signal amplitude is small the ware and oeam
dynamics can be well described
in the frames of a linear
approximation. The beam and wave state developed at the end or
linear part can be considered as the boundary condition or ш > '
problem in the nonlinear 'part. It will be shown beiowtnat. evun
with the wide-band signal at the device input the I Q Q C linear pari
forms the wave and the bean similar to the заве f>i w :
monochromatic signal, I.e. in the nonlinear stage the solution пав
a standard two-parameter form. The longer is the-linear part, .just
as, the leas by module is the feedback factor, the more correct
this conclusion is.
Let us write down Eqs.O) linearized in the vicinity ox
trivial solution e = 0 . 0(p • ф - <pQ=i 0:
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2-я; ^
describes' the degree of beam modulation and satisfies according
to (2) the boundary conditions:

*(50,x) - о ,

-~(?0,t) - о
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For the monochromatic output signal (6) equations C M turn
into the ordinary differential system with the characteristic
equation
_2
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Inasmuch am only one root ol this equation has a positive

real -part (donote.lt ая ae(v) ), the vector-solution ( є, Ф, 1Щ )
аы F, Increaaes approaches the otraight line given by the vector'
e(v) = ( 1, i[ae(v)+iv>, te(v)lx(v)+iv) )
(9)
Thus, the beam components of the monochromatic solution with
і » I are definitively related to the field component and this
relation depends on the frequency.
For the arbitrary input signal S 0 ( T ) the solution of
pro'o'Jema (7), (4) ,(8) can be written as:
x

e(e.t) --• Gg-ecr) a j" G?(T~f)en(T:')d'i:'
(10)
•c-5
when? (іл('с-т') із the field component of the Green function of
tlds problem.'
It із easy to ,s»ee, vihen comparing this expression with the
monochromatic oolution, that the amplitude of the later Is the
Fourier* transform of the field component of the Green function.
This 'fact makes it possible to calculate the Green function in
terma of the inverse, Fourier transform. Below this function la'
presented in the explicit form obtained under the assumption £ »
1 by the saddlepolnt method:
1. f *(0) y\/?.f
і .2 ae(0)SM~ 9/4(T/g - 1/3)2]
GpCC)» - Г
I [і + 3 - ] e
(11)
In a similar manner we mayflnd the components of .the Green
Junction G^1 * and' G| 2 * describing the behaviour of Ф and Jf
functions but it із 'simpler to use- the fact that the Green
function is the solution of Eqs.(7), henceG(i)
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Formula (11) shows that the module of function Ge has a
maximum for т = £/3 the half width of which equals ? 1 / 2 . From this
it follows that the. frequencies • |v| г. g-'/2 present in the
spectrum of the input signal є 0 (т) are suppressed after passing
the linear Interaction stage. So, the Green function acts as the
frequency filter, the pass band of which decreases with Increasing
Interaction length. For %m» 1 and in the nonlinear interaction
stage the signal arrives as raonochrometlc one even if it was
в
s

broadband one at the TWT Input. Do describe the signal evolution
Ln the nonlinear stage (g^ а Є й g i ) it la necessary to aolvp
she initial equations (1) taking» as a boundary conditions the
field values e(5u,'0 at the end of the linear stage, as well PU
the рпааез of beam particles and tlmlT fate 01 chants Гої' $ --• ^
. Thfl later can be defined taking into account the above mentioned
quasimonochromatlclty o.t the signal by formulae
Ф<$„Л) - Фо+ 2 Re ( Щ„х)еЬ9°
Щ
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Consequently, the signal evolution in the nonlinear stage is
Oerined which is expressed by three complex-valued functions є, Ф
and
Й » which should be assigned at the time interval
Г-Х— <€T—€w>• t) • ThlH interval is of several units length, and the
time derivative of these functions are small owing to filtering
properties of the Green function. Nevertheless they should not be
considered as constants, i.e. the solution should be looked for as
д monochromatic signal, with zero frequency. Indeed, the solutions
are very sensitive to the frequency as already was demonstrated by
an example of monochromatic signals. Hence, we take into account
the time dependence of the signal
є(Є+,т)
at the interval
['M£i~S«). t] approximating it with, the exponent:.

є(£,Л) » є е1т,
wnere
«•Іпє
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is the Instantaneous frequency, in general, complex-valued. It may
seem thac one sliould determine the Instantaneous frequencies of
function variations describing the beam modulation. However, there
is no need to do sov Ьесаизе for £ e » 1 all three frequencies
coincides, and the amplitudes make the vector in the same
direction (9) as the vector of monochromatic solution at this
frequency aoes.
To prove this letus consider the field component structure or
the ilreen function which can be written as follows

P(U) e a 5 ( 1 ~ U

G^'C-'C*) - f

wiiere P<u> la the polynom;
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In the expression of the convolution Ge-є not all terms of
the polynom are equally Important that Is shown by the next simple
evaluation. Let
In * J u n e " ^ u Z e 0 ( f ) m \
0 n - J m n \ ^ \ dv
When
, 1 П * тах.|во| с п Г < п + 1 ) / 2
Thus, for € » 1 the higher ів the power of a polynom, the
less is its contribution. Let ue write the expression of the
Onetantaneoufl frequency for € - £„ In the form
і ле

і
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Since the function *Gp/ox la of the same type as Ge , the above
evaluation ie suitable for it too. The frequency v can be
written as
• V я 8g + Bj

h
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with the oodfficients a^ Independent on the input signal. It is
easy to see that S Q » 0 to withifl g~1 because the highest term
of the corresponding polynom' is antisymmetrical with respect toa-t' . Therefore, in the first nonvanishing approximation the
following expression is valid
l

0

It is consistent with the above estimation of the pass band 1л the
TWT linear part.
The beam component of the Green function is of the вюСр
iuructure. Hence

and the similar relation is valid for the derivative e -1 Jp . In
other words, the beam components of Green function are defined r,o
within E""1/2 by the instantaneous frequency v , q.e.d. Go, for
the large length Є* Of t,he linefur stage, the signal evolution in
the linear stage depends on two parameters: the amplitude and the
instantaneous frequency of the intermediate signal
е^^,і)
Consequently, the dependence of the output signal on the
intermediate one takes the form
e(e 1f t) =• Pg
where

6і>(|в<Є*-т)|.гг<т)]

exp|l arg Gg

^-efS.,*)}

F

is a complex-valued function.
AB far as
Єг~Є», а і « ^ we can calculate V C D by tne
linear theory formulae, with the same accuracy, both Гог $ - §„
and
? - 5j t • The field modules (in the same linear
approximation) at the' points
£ » £ w and
£ « ^ are related
by the formula
Re acv><£<-£«)

І%-єоІ " е
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Summing all above mentioned • consideretions' we obtain finally
the desired form of a functional connecting the input and output
TWT signals:
і arg GF -єп(т;)
t
л
6(| 1F x) = F|(|Gg -e0(«c)|, v<t)] є
Ч О
So, the processes in TWT-generator with delayed feedback can
be described by the functional map for the input signal
'1 arg G^-fegCt)
1
є0<г-нв) =» qFg [|G? .s 0 (t)|, v(x)] e'
(122. TWO-SECTION TUT GENERATOR WITH DELAYED FEEDBACK
Let us consider the H? beam generator with a nonlinear
amplifier composed by two delaying structures (sections) which are
penetrated by the same charged particle beam and divided by the
drift space. We assume that the fields being driven in the
seotlons do not penetrate in the drift space e.g. in the below
cutoff waveguide. The delayed feedback їв provided by the external

waveguide line connecting the output of the second soction to the
uiplit of r,he first, one.
in M s first section the Input HF signal Is amplified and the
beam current Ї Й modulated. In the drift space the modulation
increases duo to tho clystron grouping. In the second section the
acrongly modulated beam excitates the HP wave and the small part
of Lta merffl gets oaok to the Input of the first section. We
neglect the reflected waves In both sections .though It Is not
difficult to includo them into the scheme described below.
The wave-beam interaction that occurs in both sections is
described by Eqa. (1). These equations complement the boundary
conditions of (2) and (3) types at the Input In the interaction
space. For- the first section» the Input signal сотез from the
feedback circuit, for the second section the feedback signal Is
equal w zero. The functions ify and <p2 describe the modulation
'of beam density and beam velocity, respectively. For the uniform
monoenergetlc beam arriving at the Input of the first section, as
before, ф 1 з ф 0 > <pg » о . The estate of a bea.n at the Input of
tne second section is determined by the processes in the'fira;
section and in the r?rift space.
Lee us choose the feedback factor and the length of the first
section so, that the section operates In the linear acceleration
mode, in tills case the beam-wave Interaction is described by the
linearised equations (1) the solution of which has been derived in
the first paragraph for the case of the nohmodulated beam. As far
as wo are interested In the beam state at the output from the
first section it is possible to use the Eq.OO) and to integrate
the second equation of (1):

^u;<o - J fie { e 1 * 0 Gj.-eoco } <«'
Then changing the integration order i»e obtain
т - и . г ) - Re | e
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ГЛо repeated integration givee also the function Ф\І,,-П
out
duo to following conoideration there is no neea to uuw f.rtli-1
method. The beam modulated by density and velocity (f^te from t,ntfirst section Into the drift space where the v/av? '.з аооопь.
Neglecting the field of apace charge the particle motion may №
considered here as a free one. Owing to the initial velocity
modulation this motion occurs with the increasing density
modulation similarly to the process in the clystron. Let us assume
that the length of the drift space is so large that the modulation
due to the clystron grouping exceeds significantly its initial
modulation. Hence, the latter can be neglected and we put Ф І ^ . Т ;
а ф 0 , where £1 is the coordinate of^.the first section output.
Then in the drilt space E г 5,
ІФ 0 (1;
*
r
cp(e.t) - Ф 0 + (5-€1)Re [ e U G ? • s 0 cc) }
:u.
The dynamics of the field and of'the modulated beam hitting .
the second section is described by Eqa.O) and has rather
complicated behaviour due to the presence ol- two nonlinear
mechanism. One of them is the clyatron beam grouping followed Dy
the synchronous wave excitation, another one is the back reaction
of the wave field onto the beam particles. The latter, if the
length of the second section is sufficiently large, leads to the
trapping of beam particles by wave potential well. The first,
process prevails in the beginning of the section where the wav*
amplitude is small as compared to the trapping amplitude ( lei " '.
}, and the second.process takes place in the region wnere |sl ,.;
' . The results of the simultaneous action of both mechanisms on
the field dynamics is shown in Plg.3 where the dependencies
16(C) | are given for different values of the drift space length.
For comparison in this figure the analogous dependencies are
depicted by a dashed line for the case when the second mechanism the beam particle trapping by the wave field - із excluded
artificially. It means that in the second section \\v equation of
motion in.the field є is substituted by tne euuation эГ ї.геч
motion.
Prom the comparison of solid and dashed curves it will be
obvious that the field dynamics in the initial region of r.ne

трети section Is determined melnly by the clystron grouping.
1'hus, the mechanism 'of beam particle trapping by the wave* field
appears as a reeuJLt pf the Increasing «rave amplitude. ' Below w«
shall окрилю the length of the second section to be short mough
and the wave amplitude below the level at which the wave Influence
on the'beam portlclp la manirootad groatlyk Then Eq.(U) la valla
In the secorid section also and It describes the particle motion in
the drift space. The excited field can be defined by integrating
the first equation pi system (1) where particle phase <p Is
determined by Eq^(H). Using the known expansion In terms of
Bessel functions
e lx

cos* . £

іП Jn(x) e Urt

' < x.« • R )

we obtain
SB
*в
,
(1)
, 1 are oJUeoCt)
1
--ЦПє-еИ |GE.e(i>| }e
. (15)
+ _
As was noted above we neglected the reflected waves therefore
the boundary condition for Eq.(l5) has the form:
в(52.ч) - о
(іб)
and the relevant solution is
5 £
;2
largG^SoCt-f)
(1)
1
е(Є.х) » -1 J ^{(«т^-т») |G£ -^(x-TMlje
d f (17)
о
Formula (17) in the abort described approximation la the
solution of the problem on the wave excitation In the second
generator section with the arbitrary signal e^x) at the input of
the first section. In the generator under, consideration the input
signal la determined by the output eigne! and by the parameters of
the feedback circuit:
в0(т+'в) « q e(C3,x) ^
(18)
ls the
where %2
coordinate of the second section's end.
Combining Eqs.(17) and (18) we obtain the integral- equation
describing the action of generator:'
*
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(1)

!

и expjl ang G« -^(т-т')!
(19)
As an Initial condition for Bq. (19) (aee Fig.4)' the signal
а0(т) le given at the Interval fl+l^lg , where lt and J2
are the lengths of the first and second,sections.
If we аавше further that the dimenalonleae length of second
section le во emll that there Is no need to take into account the
difference in the heam focusing along its length, i.e. if
1
^(Єз-^-f) а^(5з-Єі) ,
(OM'i53-52)
then the Eq.(19) can he reduced to the seme form-as Eq- (12) for
the,TUX generator. To do this let ua Introduce the notations:
P(D »• J-j{^3-€1 )|x(}
(20)
, (1)
, іаг в 0 ?1.є 0 (т)
6(f) « PNG, .б0(Т){] є
1
(1)
and apply to Eq.d9) the convolution operator G^ • :
(1)

(1 >

(21)

hh

'

Gf .во('И^) - -lq G? - / є(х-Х') dxf .
0

(22)

The right-hand part of this equality am be' transformed by
changing the Integration order

«и

^

-iq G? • / в<т-т*) dx' sG^eCx) ,
whew

o'
3 2

Gt(T) » -lq

(1)

J G^ (x-x') dx* .
0
How let ua apply to both parts of Bq.(22) the operator F
ead leaving their arguaents without change we obtain the equality
13
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u

1 org Ол**НЧ)

в(ти)).« JFlju^aCtJlJ a „ 7
(23)
The»' gonoraior output ,slgnnl con bo found In terms of tho
solution of thio oquatlon and with the uoo of Eq.(17) put in the
rorm
*3~?2
е ^ т ) » - і J eCc-'C) dt'
0
If the feedback factor dependo strongly on the frequency,
i.e. the feedback circuit includes in itself the frequency filter,
then the mapping (18) Is the Integral operator with the difference
Kernel:
*

e(t+tf) - / (Hi-* 1 ) 6(63.?') fa'
In this case the "twisting" of Bq.(19), similar to one Just
done, can give the equation the same form as (12) or (23). The
frequency filter in the feedback, circuit of the one-section TWT
can be taken into account Ju a similar way.
3.THK GENERATOR BASED ON ШЮ-RESONATOR CLYSTRON WITH DELAYED
FEEDBACK
Let да consider the beam generator employing the
two-resonator clyBtron as an amplifier. The connection between two
contours of the clystron converts them into the system of
fleld-coupiea (and,certainly, beam-coupled) resonators. Because
the field-coupling factor
a,
in general, depends on the
oscillation frequency
u, it is convenient to Introduce the
integral coupling coefficient G(t) so that
G.e l w t « aft» o * *
where the symbol
"•",
convolution operation:

as was mentioned above, denotes tl-:

c f ( t ) - f u(t-t') f(t') at'
-00

Here the integration is ptriornvd not over all real лхін ші

;п0 integral coupling factor te identical to zero alone inn
negative aemiaxee as . a remilt of the causality principle,
'foroovor,' T being the signal time tranomlaaion in the цоцрііпд
circuit, the function Q(t) , from the same cone ide rat lone, їй
different frem zero oaly lev
t > T , In т,пе general «fine Ui<delay time depends on the rrequency. Therefore, bellow T will
denote the minimum delaying.
In "alow" variables the dynamics or electromagnetic fields ljn
the clyatron resonators ів described by equations
— I x G.Eg

B 1; + l(w1H»^)E1 + B1 ,

--І. . - 0 .Bt - ~ Eg +.Bg t
(24)
>2
Hero Б1 2 are the complex amplitudes, in the»- tftrat end in the
second resonators, respectively,. wt f2
are trh»' fundamental
frequencies, of resonators, Q^ 2 are tne resonators Q-factor and
91 2 ^ e tne terms describing'the charged particle beam influence
on'the field amplitudes in resonators. Note, that the amplitudes
are chosen so that
lE^/lEgl2 = W^W2,
where W1 2 is tne electromagnetic field energy accumulated in
both resonators, respectively. Owing to that choice of amplitudes
the cross terms in Eq.(24) have the most symmetrical form. Besides
we norm the fields in the second reeonator so that for | E^ I = 1,
the module of potential difference on the modulating gap equals to
the beam accelerating voltage. U Q . These two conditions define
entirely the dimensionless complex amplitudes
E1 2, and the
second ot them simplifies the form of beam terms B1 2*.
о
When derivatlng Eq. (24) we also assume that the resonator
fundamental frequencies are insignificantly different Iwg-u^l «
Let us consider further only the case when the clystron acts
in the accelerating mode, I.e. |E T | « \B?\ and aeeume that, the
level of electromagnetic field oscillations In the modulating
resonator is maintained due to its coupling with the removable
resonator. Under this conditions in the flret equation one can
15

neglect the beam term»' and In the second equation the arose town
describing the Influence of the first resonator on the second one
through tue field-coupling. In other words the field-соирііпя
•between resonators Is in this case the feedback transmitting the
signal from the output of the amplifier to its input.
The beam teim in the right part of the second equation of
system (24) Ls a conventional one (see, e.g., ref [10]).It may be
easily calculated Just aa in the way formula (18) was obtained. In
Che nlmpLost approximation, i.e. in the one-dimensional case when
the spatial beam charge, is' not taken into account and 'transit
angles of both resonators ls small, this term takes the form
2
1агвЕ
^
і
,
!
^
,
*
/
Г
^
}
е
і
й
т
{
(
Е
і
І
h
1
!J
H
p
'J
0

2

2

where я •-•• Wjl/ v Q is the angular length of the drift space, v Q
is the initial beam velocity, 1 is the length of the drift space,
IQ is the beam current, U Q is the accelerating beam voltage.
p1 2 • ія the coupling resistance of the both resonators,
respectively.
If we introduce the dlmensionless time т = fit , where
-1
0 - 2 l0 P2 W1 U0
and taking Into account above assumptions, the set of equations
(24) can be described as
a£1
1
(26)
dEg
dt

z

^

U 2 ' P2

fl Q1

П

Here
1

^

0 Qg

The solution 'of the first equation of (26) glvee the
following expression for the amplitude &, :

•h

E^-o « e

' u Щсх-ttf

- —

/

e ' v

О-^сс'з dr'

(2'M

whore the quantity т 0 а О is arbitrary.
Since the. unKnonn oolutlona ої the Eq. (26) are bounded oy lto
sense, t 0 can be chosen so large that in the right part ni
Eq.(27) the first teim can be neglected and the lower limit of th»
Integral can be considered as equal to the minus infinity, namely
J" °
G-JSgCc') dt1
"?*
Now using the' convolution definition and changing the
Integration order In. the Integral obtained, we rind
E t (t) » G ^ E g K )
(28)
where
t * vWT-r)
G ^ T ) = -J J e ' 1
G(T') dT*
(29)
^
0
Treating In a similar manner the second equation of (26) and
using the relationship (28) we obtain
V'C)

я

72

E2(t) = -ie136 J є г

J

1[ZУ

p^

|G1 -EgCc') |] x

« exp| і arg G^EgC?')} dx*

(3CM

This- Integral
equation describee
the dynamics OL
electromagnetic field amplitude in the clystron output resonator.
It should be completed by the Initial condition derinlng the
signal Eg(T) at the time Interval which la composed of the delay
time In the feedback circuit plus the time xQ during which tho
system "forgets" Its state. The latter means the tijne for whlc:i
Heo^tg) » 1 ,i.e. the time allowing to substitute the Infinity
In the lower limits of the Integral (30).
Now, we transform Eq. (28) to the form of Eq.(23) -".hicn
describee -he two section TUT generator. To do it let, un denote
?(x) - Ji 2 *

я:

1*1

(3D
17

в («с) - P[|G1 -S^Cc) |J e
^ *"
(32)
and apply ^o Eq.(30) the convolution operator 0^* . The right
part of the equation thus obtained can be transformed by changing
the integration order, by the some procedure ao before. Then,
applying operator P to both parts of the equality and using
their old arguments we, obtain the equation
. 1 arg G«.e(x)
r
c
e(x) = p[|G2-e(T)|J e
(33) •
where
. <
—v X'
Oa(4.) •» -la»138 / G1 (X-X') Є 2 dX'
;(34)

о
The cufflbUmtipn
equation
G2(x) - - l e 1 * {Vj-vz)

of

Ї

foraulae

J 0(a») |e

(29)
1

.

and
- e *

(34)

gives

the

I dx'

0

from which, In particular, It follows that the function G 2 cc)
(It can be named the effective Green function of the feedback
circuit) as well as the Integral feedback coefficient is different,
from zero only at x г ъ , where -в = ОТ is the dimensionless
delay time of the signal in the feedback circuit. Therefore,
Eq.(33) can be written by substituting the delay time x by x +
4 In the form
l-arg G?.s(x)
(
л
в(хч^) » p[|G2.e(x)|J e *

d

(35)

that coincides with the form of Eq.(23). The field amplitude in
the input and output resonators of the clystron can be determined
by the formulae (28)-(30). It Is convenient the latter of the two
formulae.to rewrite.in the form
,_ I V?(X'-X)
(36)
E ^ x ) = -ie 1 * J e *
e(T') dx'
Now let us consider the generator modification based on a
clystron with another .kind of modulating section. Instead of
resonator the wide-band TWT is used for modulation. The spectral
characteristics of the modified generator are essentially
different because the modulator dona on TWT is much lees inertial
18

the roMouator and responds more quickly to the signal coming
hy the feedback circuit.
The process of modulation and clystron grouping of the beam
ill TWT are described by En. (14) where the difference kernel oi!'',
according to (13), is different from zero on the final interval of
a dimenalonleaa length gt Formulae (2) establishes-the теї-гиіоп
oo w e e n the dimension and dimenaionless variables. .In the
dimension variables this interval haa a length of
ЇПЕП

ivy

h

v

v
g
o
where 11 la the length of the modulating -.flection. For the
wide-band TWT the value |V0-V |/V is very small. Hence, If the
field amplitude do not change in a time considerable less than the
чипе during which the particle раааеэ the modulation section, then
the formula (14) in dimension variables can be rewritten in the
ґогт

.'PIX.t) и
\

Re {e
I

V0

u

2U0

V
J

(37)

VYliere
Ьі

t
7 и —
1

(I)
J Gt ('C) dx
0

(For £1 fc 3- the equality 7 - ц/1п(3|їі|) is valid . u- bein the
complex amplification coefficient of TNT ).
It follows from Eq.(37) that' the modulation of wide-band TUT
beam with the field amplitude E Q at the lnput^ie equivalent to
the modulation by the resonator with a field E1 -• 7 ^ in • tht.
gap. ThBrefoi'e the second equation from (26) is valid if we pur.
p1 - p 2 and virite I ^ E Q / (2U Q ) instead of Et
Let (j bo tlie integral operator with the difference kernel
describing: the 'feedback circuit, i.e. determining the field E Q at
the input of the modulation section by field values E 2 ,in the
gap of the гегюуаЬІи resonator:
19

t

Eo<t) - Q.E^(t) • J Q ( t - f )E^(t') dt'
—«»

Slncew according to definition of the field
Eg
the
E u /1
(1
relation Eg * 2 o 2
2 ^ the length of removable resonator
gap) Is fulfilled the relation analogous to the relation (30) Is
valid'too:
EgCt) - -le

/ e

2

JJ

- - 1 - ITQ.^^')!] e

"^

err'

ThlB equation as well ae Eq.(30) may be reduced to the form of
(35). Formulae (31), (32) and (36) are valid If weput p1 * p 2 and
1
1 T
Gi(t}

Q(t).

1
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4. THE MECHANISMS OF AOTOMODULATION AND STOGHASTIZATION
0? THE SIGNAL FROM BEAM GENERATORS
In this section we consider-the dynamical systems defined by
equations of type (12), (23), (35) and so on, which, as was shown
above, describe the behaviour of the signal formed by the set of
beam UNF-generators. We shall define by analytical means the
conditions under which the monochromatic signal becomes a periodic
one and sail find numerically the scenario of the transition to
the stochastic . operation as well ae the main spectral
characteristics of the stochastic signal.
Let us consider the equation
, і arg G-e(T)
f
e(x+tf) - F[|G-6(x)|,v] e
(36)
to which It la eaay to pass from the above-mentioned equations
with the use of trivial renotations. Eq.(38) describes a r
functional map named by analogy with the point map Into which it
turns when the kernel carrier of the functional G tends to the
o-functlon. it can be considered ae an equation of the ring
generator composed • of the linear frequency filter
G, the
nonlinear amplifier f with lumped parameters and the delay line
It le very ocevenlent to deecribe the functional G
20

by its

ainplitude-Irequeooy charBCterlatltee a(v):
ivt
.ivy
G«e
в a(V)e
(39)
or. what is the a'aino. by the Fourier' transform of Its Kernel.
Eq.(38) haa.monoohromatic cralutlons lr ror'adrce rea.i n, v
( e>0 ) the equality
'
•'
є * |p(|a(v)e|,v) І
is fulfilled.
Рог a l l generators considered here the equality i« oatiaried,
if the beam current attains some rattier High "starting" value. The
generator fundamental frequencies - i . e . the1 frequenciee ol all
monochromatic aolutions of Eq.(38), can be found by solving
simultaniously the previous equation and the phase baifljace
oquation
•"•"'•"
jdvn • arg F + arg a(v n ) +2101
n «• 0, t\,-....
(40)
Aa the beam current increases', the' ггістасЬіНЗгійМЗс' solutions
become Instable and the generator passes into thfe aohtombdulatlon
mode. To determine the conditions for the losa of stability of
lv T
monochromatic solution є(-с) » eQe nu
let us linearize Eq.(38)
in ita vicinity and seek the solution as a pair of satellites
ivnx
\t '
\*x
оє = e u (G^e + C2e )
We omit trivial calculations yielding the roilowing
characteristic equation:
в

" 22 в. ^U «0
Z
а
аа
*- l Iгm F
+

t^a5H

+

?0 J L1 +

R<3 F

а

1

+k lm F

2 - Re г з) +
м!

[

'1 - 1Л(ЬпгЗ+ »»Fj]} - ~ 2 * ^

(41

'>

Here
ер - і ы-g F
Р, - |BQ| — Є
«і

* In Р
f

Pь2 -

в Re 1»

л in P
,

F =
° л Іпі v
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Eq.(4l) is oolved below in the assumption that a!! its valuen
change Insignificantly as long as frequency variations remain
small compared to the difference between any i,wo neighbourfundamental frequencies of the generator. F O P beam UHF'-genenuoro
it is almost always realized, e.g. due to the sufficiently Large
delay time fl. Let us restrict ourselves to the case when the
function F is real-valued and independent on the frequency. This
case Includes all considered here generators butTWT-generators.
Under assumption we have made, Eq.(41) possesses two families or
roots which are given In the first non-vanishing approximation
term of the expansion by above mentioned small parameter:
Р 27СІС
d|F|
л
*" 1 ln( lagd£|
dx
dx
ar
-id 8
(42)
+
tf
[av -*)]
d|a| .2 d|F|

№

"5('-*^]

і

Ф.

'

2
r 2xk v2 1 Г 1 d |a| •
-1
«'

2

dv

dx

d|F|
dx
( lc - 0. І1

21ЙС
+ 1-

1 - |a|

_.|d arg a
+
tf
(43)
(<
]•
dv
A monochromatic mode is unstable if at least one of the roots
of (42), (43) has a positive real" part, i.e. one of the
Inequalities Is fulfilled
.

.d|F|

dx
d|a0| .2 d|F|

>1

(44)

2
d|F,І-л-1
1 d |a r
f
(45)
0
J
L
u
2
dv
dv
dx ^
" dx
If
a(v) = const
the only condition which may be
satisfied is the conditlonturns (44). It turns in this case' int>
the well known Instability condition of the fixed.point of the
one-dlmenslonal map є п + 1 = Р(аде п ). in the., other • extreme case
when F - const (the Ideal llnlter), the. Instability can arise
only due to the properties of the'- amplitude-frequence
characterietio which according to (45) should be concave (Vi:

it the cause of inonocliromatic wave instability іь taifiiimem:
of the firtft of the two instability conditions (W)„ (4tf; »*п 3hal\
apeak of "amplitude
Instability mechanism*'. If Uio second
condition la fulfilled» tne mechanlcrn ої m a taollLty п ш
т
1
'jailed frequency instability mechanism' .
The two-section generators using the clystron beam grouping
effectmay have amplitude (automodulation) mechanism becausethe
amplifier characteriutlc has a steep part (see formulae (20) and
(3D.
According to [121 the transition from the regular to the
stochastic automodulation is due to the chain ої period doubling
bifurcation points, as is easily see2n by tracing the iterations of
point mapping. When the instability has an amplitude mechanism
the similar behaviour may be traced by means of functional mapping
iterations. Pig.5 where the typical signal realizations and*their
spectra are presented, shows how the signal undergoes subsequently,
the period doubling bifurcation with increasing feedback factor. A
further increase of this factor leads to the rise of stochastic
automodulatlon. An example of its spectrum is represented on the
last picture of Flg.5. The Increase of the beam current leads
toslmilar behaviour of the spectrum.
The two-section generators under consideration permit tn
realize also the frequency medianJ.sm of monochromatic wodt.
stability Іояз. To do this in the clystron-based .Ьєая generator,
it is necessary maite the gaps between the fundamental frequencies
of modulating and removable resonators sufficiently large. Theii
the
effective
ampl itude--frequency
characteristics
become.-)
two-humped and has the concave part. The ваїтз can be maue in other
devices by introducing the detuning between the sections or by
realizing the feedback trough time oand-pass filter detuned fret!
the operating frequency. In this case one gets a variety O L
atochastizatlon mechanisms and spectrum characteristlpn. м. •«,.;>
represents tho typical scenario of the signal Btiicnaaii^arion v/ueii
the curva\uru of amplitude-frequency character in tics іп^'-дяе*.:.
Instead of doubling of tne period tho i/isc-oase or trie .ucernating
turbulence tbKftL place when Ika parts of regular behaviour are
replaced by tht шогв and more Long p'ir':fi i.r :U;J random behaviour.
V.i

f

The stochastic signal spectrum changes significantly its
appearance
too.- The
figures show' that
the
frequency
automodulation mechanism creates a rathep wide spectrum of
a
"tariaagular'' form while the amplitude
automodulation)
mechanism creates the spectrum with a high degree of
homageneousleas without any "pedestal'*.
Note, that the automodulation mechanism .can be determined by
the signal spectrum. Indeed, according to formulae (42), (43) when
monochromatic signal is destroyed Its satellites appear and grow
at fundamental frequencies of the generator, If the instability
has frequency mechanism, and between thera in case of amplitude
mechanism of instability (see formulae (40)) We may formulate also
the second rule. Each doubling of the signal period is accompanied
by•appearance new intermediate frequencies, if the instability is
caused by amplitude mechanism. In the case of frequency
instability mechanism the spectrum is localized near the
frequencies which are discrete even In the mode of developed
stochastic automodulation.
Let us now resign from the assumption that the function P is
real valued and is independent' from the frequency ' that' із
essential to investigate the one-section TWT generator. In this
case Bq.(l4) also has two solution sets but of the more
cumbersome form. However, these equations can be assentially
simplified because of thepresumed large lenght of the linear stage
in the wave-beam interaction. This assumption is equivalent to
that the frequency dependence of the function P is considerably
weaker than that of the function
a . Hence, within the
accepted rate of accuracy the set of roots of (42) as well as the
condition (44) do not change at all. As to the second set the
only change occurs .in the expression of it real .parts and onJy in
one term. Accordingly the instability conditions takes the form
d2|aQ|

d^arg'aQ
,

2

9

IBQI
2

p

|P|

>
аг

0

(46)

dv
dv
Let us note that the TWT generator owes its signal
automodulatlon and stocbaetlzatlon Just to this new term. In fact,
the- function
F
of this generator is arranged so that the
2-І

condition of (44) la
satisfied for до values or the
paramoteral6J and the flrot term .in Eq. (46) Is negative, (поте,thAt we uae equations giving опДу # very Idealised description ol
this device; these equations a*e invalid if ^ e level of ?П?ГДУ

dloolpatlon in the Interaction apace which was not taken Into
account la high enough). The scenario of the transition"from the
monochromatic signal to the stochastic one for the TWT generator
do not differ qualitatively from that shown on Pig.6 indicating on
Its frequency mechanism. The spectrum of the • stochastic signal
also has a form typical for the frequency mechanism.
CONCLUSION
The results obtained show that distributed dynamical systems
describing the set of well known UHP beam -generators have very
simple structure: their "nonlinearity" is concentrated and the
"dietributivity" la linear. More precisely, the evolution operator
of these systems can be represented In the form of a composition
of the linear functional and the nonlinear flnite-dlmensional map.
For the case of the continuous signal these dynamical systems are
the natural and simplest generalization of dynamical systems
defined by the iteration of finite-dimension maps. In particular,
the scenario of the transition to chaos by -way of the period
doubling chain remains. Moreover, one more mechanism of signal
stochastlzation related to the linear functional properties
appears. In this case the transition to chaos із realized througn.
the alternating turbulence. The main characteristics of stochastic
signal spectrum are varying considerable too.
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